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Abstract 7 

Wheat products are important staple foods worldwide. However, a small portion of the 8 

population has to avoid wheat-containing foods because of harmful immune responses. 9 

Countless studies have demonstrated that the storage (gluten) proteins of wheat are major 10 

causative agents for wheat-dependent immune-mediated disorders. The unique structural 11 

features of gluten proteins are long repetitive amino acid sequences rich in glutamine and 12 

proline. These sequence sections are involved in most wheat sensitivities. Corresponding 13 

homologous sequence sections of rye and barley proteins may also be harmful, but relevant 14 

studies are rare. Wheat sensitivities can be classified into three main forms: autoimmunogenic 15 

sensitivities including coeliac disease, dermatitis herpetiformis, and gluten ataxia; allergic 16 

sensitivities including immediate wheat allergy, wheat-dependent exercise-induced 17 

anaphylaxis, respiratory allergy, and contact urticaria; and non-coeliac gluten sensitivity. The 18 

presented overview summarizes our current knowledge of gluten protein structures related to 19 

wheat sensitivities and the epidemiological, clinical, and pathogenic differences between 20 

these immune-mediated disorders. 21 
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